
Due to the staggered connections created in Phase 1,
the modules slot into each other and can be connected
using gangnails. Rectangular endpieces created using
similar connections.

1) Chamfer corners of
    palllets and drill holes

2) Insert one bolt
leaving second drill 
hole open 3410

2560

Connecting the Modules

Connect to base structure and add 
bracing plank using timber from 
unused pallets.

Lay pallets on the ground
using given dimensions,
then insert second bolt
to create rigid structure.

 Thermal Mass Vegetable Garden Roof

Place garden roof on structure

Cover structure with waterproof
sheeting under garden roof

Openings, cladding,
and planter box details
  in ‘Detail Booklet’.

Final Assembly
Including openings, cladding and planter boxes

Creating Module (Phase 3)
Completing the module

What you need - Essentials
Each module uses:

x 17 x 48

x 90 10sqm

Fruit pallets 
(1200x1000mm) M8 bolts (8 x120mm)

2L Plastic Soda Bottles Polyolefin Waterproof
Plastic Sheeting

Create above module
by threading bottles with
wire, attaching to the 
timber structure,then 
fill with earth - then grow
your own vegetables!

Creating module (Phase 1)
Initial pivot connections

Creating Module (Phase 2)
Creating shape and bracing  DIY Houses 

 Build your own Epping Fruit Market
 Pallet House

Cape
Town

Location: 
Langa Informal Settlement near
Epping Market,
Cape Town,
South Africa

Cape Town is a city of contrasts, with one of the largest divides between 
rich and poor in the world. There is a severe housing shortage in South 
Africa, with millions of people having to resort to making informal shack
dwellings out of any material they can find. These shacks often provide little 
protection from inclement weather, with very little insulation or waterproofing.

The government is currently building thousands of low-cost houses each 
yeayear, but they cannot keep up with the growing demand for housing as the
population increases. This problem is further exacerbated by the rapid 
urbanization of cities such as Cape Town.

DIY Shack Instruction Booklets:    
This project seeks to deal with the reality that in many of the world’s
developing countries, informal shack settlements are an inescapble fact and
there is little hope that the govenment will ever manage to house all of the 
countcountry’s poor. The proposed solution to this is to create DIY booklets that
allow the poor and disenfranchised to take their housing needs into their own
 hands. These DIY booklets, designed by architects within local contexts, 
will provide easy-to-follow instructions on how to create simple and effective
structures that can be used as a replacement of existing ineffective shack
structures. The booklets can be mass produced and will be readily available
to all members of the public.

DIY Project Example: Epping Market - Pallet House.DIY Project Example: Epping Market - Pallet House.
The dwelling presented in this entry is an example of how a DIY booklet can
be created by looking at local context and providing solutions that use mat-
erials that are cheap readily available. The project is situated in Langa
Township, an area with many informal shck dwellings. Situated adjacent to
Langa is the Epping Fruit market, where timber pallets are available to
purchase for R15 ($1,5). By utilising these pallets, as well as other materials,
such as 2L plastic soda bottles from the local recycling depot, a simple yetsuch as 2L plastic soda bottles from the local recycling depot, a simple yet
effective structure can be created at a very low cost. This structure can also 
be adapted and added to,according to the needs of the person making it.
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